Ad hoc Inventory Reduction
WITH NEONEX ANALYTICS SERVICES
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Ad hoc Inventory Reduction

REDUCE YOUR INVENTORY COSTS AND RAISE YOUR SERVICE LEVEL

Inventory is a daily challenge for supply chain planners – and a real headache for the management. The resulting costs of 9-15% of total inventory is a significant cost block in your P/L. Free-up tied cash is key! Clumsy squeezing the inventory level will not help you – your essential service level would suffer. NEONEX offers to analyze your existing logistics data and supply chain parameters to uncover potential for inventory optimizations. The results of the analysis will be visualized comprehensively and discussed in a 2-day expert workshop with you. By this means, recommendations for significantly optimizing your inventory level will be developed within two weeks after the data becoming available. In most of your SKUs, the analysis will lead to a reduction. Our simulation also shows where it makes sense to increase safety stock to maintain or raise service level. In addition, your core team will get a training and your master data quality will be evaluated in parallel. Smart optimization instead of a clumsy haircut of your stock levels!

NEONEX Guarantee: you will get your money back if our Return on Consulting is longer than six months.

KEY FACTS

- Inventory: 20% ... 50%
- Service level: 5% ... 25%

Qualified team
New supply chain parameters

APPROACH AND RESULTS
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Reduce your costs
WITH OUR EXPERIENCE

NEONEX Analytics uses data sources from the production and logistics environment to implement timely and sustainable improvements in results with minimal investment using various analysis methods.
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